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Traditional sales

Sales today

Different sales models

Trends in Sales
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The conventional sales cycle 

Prospecting 
& qualifying 

Sales 
approach

Determining 
needs

Sales 
Presentation 

Objection 
Handling 

Closing 

Follow up 



Selling considerations 

• What are you selling? 

• Where will you sell it? 

• Who are you selling to? 

• How will you sell it? 

• When can you sell it? 

• Why should your customers buy it from you? 



Traditional sales competencies

• Understand product and deliver description of features and benefits 

• Deliver short term sales outputs for example, volume and revenue targets

• Apply sales process systematically as it applies in salesperson’s organisation 

• Operate effectively without supervision but also with limited support or back-up 

• Building and executing strategic account penetration plans by mapping the process 
for doing business with customers 

• Cultivating basic selling skills: establishing rapport, uncovering needs, relating 
benefits to product features, handling objections and closing



Key trends influencing Sales

Economy
• Lower growth rates

• Increasing risks
•Industrial

turmoil

Globalisation
and Competition

Customer                  
Demands

• Professional buyers

• More informed customer 
networks

• Wanting more value

• Concentration of suppliers

• Pressure from consumers 
transferred to providers

Technology
• Speed, efficiency

• Knowledge era

• Alternative channels



Selling today - what has changed?

• More  industry regulation

• Electronic communications , email, 
mobile, etc

• Disruptive technologies

• Global competitors

• Concentration of industries

• Rapid industrialisation of emerging 
economies

• Premature commoditisation

• Rapid technological change

• Strategic importance of customer retention

• Strategic role of market and competitive intelligence

• Enhanced power of buyers

• Drive for cost reduction

• New channels to market

• Shorter product lives

• Drive for innovation and differentiation

• Suppliers expected to deliver broader portfolios

• Price and margin erosion

• Increasing focus on managing the value chain

• Create and demonstrate uniqueness

Macro factors Consequences to buyers  



Change in Sales Management agendas

• Segmenting markets in meaningful ways

• Implementing formal sales processes e.g. Business Development

• Developing enabling technology

• Integrating cross-functional business

• Recruiting and selecting the right talent

• Training and developing the right set of skills

• Creating customer-driven cultures

Source: Johnston and Marshall (2009)



Today’s Salesperson 
will realise that the 

sales process is about 
helping the customer 
understand how they 
can use the products 

to generate real 
completive advantage 

to their customers

To succeed now Salespeople need to create & deliver value 

Helping customers to sell more or at a higher price or 
even to expand their market size and share

Enabling customers to cut their costs, or do more with 
less or improve their efficiency and productivity

Enhancing customers’ peace of mind or confidence in 
the products or even brand value

Improving customer service level 

Driving cost downs

Driving innovation 

Increasing revenues 

Delivering greater value to the customers 

Selling today



Value selling strategy

© 1999  Neil Rackham, 

John DeVincentis

VALUE

DISADVANTAGE

VALUE

ADVANTAGE

OPTION 1:

Create more value

in selling process
1

OPTION 3:
Hybrid of 

options 1 & 2

But does that work?

3

OPTION 2:
Slash sales costs

2

XSALES

COST

VALUE CREATED IN SELLING PROCESS



Consultative and transactional sales

© 1999  Neil Rackham, 

John DeVincentis

VALUE

DISADVANTAGE

VALUE

ADVANTAGE

1

3

2

X

Transactional

Sale

Consultative

Sale

SALES

COST

VALUE CREATED IN SELLING PROCESS



The three selling models 

© 1999     

Neil Rackham, 

John DeVincentis



Selling in a volatile, uncertain, complex  
and ambiguous world

• “The standard of sales people varies from outstanding to astonishingly poor!”

• Despite economic uncertainty buyers are actively looking for new suppliers.

• Technology and procurement - buyers “do” research potential suppliers.

• Price is important but 1 in 4 respondents said there are other factors that must be 
satisfied to be selected.

• Sales skills are still lacking in their ability to investigate needs and create solutions. 

Source: TACK Buyer’s Survey 2012
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Understanding customers

Customer decision-making

Value propositions

Value for customers
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Business buyer behaviour – buying process

Kotler 2017 



Why should customers buy from you?

• Value proposition 

• Addresses “why your product or solution” 

• Differentiates your product/solution from others available 

• Competitive advantage 

• Address “why buy from you rather than others” 

• Differentiates your company from your competitors



How well do I understand my customer?

Identifying and knowing
key people & politics

Understanding the 
customer’s geography

Understanding 

the customer

(Holt 2004)

• Organisation objectives
• Role objectives
• Personal objectives

Understanding the customer 
better than they do

Understanding the industry & 
the industry drivers

Understanding the customer’s 
strategy & business model

Understanding the customer’s 
competitors

Understanding the 
customer’s operations

Understanding the 
customer’s core capabilities

Understanding the 
customer’s customer



Occurs when the 
buyer recognises a 
problem or need 

triggered by:

Internal stimuli

External stimuli

Personal sources—family 
and friends

Commercial sources—
advertising, Internet

Public sources—mass 
media, consumer 

organisations

Experiential sources—
handling, examining, using 

the product

How the customer 
processes 

information to 
arrive at brand 

choices

The purchase 
decision can be 

affected by attitudes 
of others & 
unexpected 

situational factors

The satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
that the customer feels about the 

purchase.
Relationship between customer’s 

expectations and product’s 
perceived performance.

The larger the gap between 
expectation and performance, the 

greater the customer’s 
dissatisfaction.

Cognitive dissonance is buyer 
discomfort caused by 
postpurchase conflict.

Customer satisfaction is a key to building profitable relationships —
to keeping and growing them and reaping the Customer Lifetime Value

Adapted from 
Kotler 2017 Buyer decision-making process



Decision Making Unit

The Decision Making Unit (DMU) is a collection 
or team of individuals who participate in a 
buyer decision process.



those that will use the 
product or service

has formal authority to select 
the supplier and arrange terms 
of purchase

has formal or informal power 
to select or approve the final 
suppliers

help define specifications 
and provide information 
for evaluating alternatives

controls the flow of 
information to others

start off the process 

Kotler 2017 

Participants in Purchasing DMU



Different customer types

Value = benefit - cost

– Focus on leveraging 
suppliers’ core 
competencies

– Prepared to radically 
change current 
process to get best 
from suppliers

– Close connection 
between supplier  and 
customer

Strategic value 
customers

– Focus on how product 

is used

– Interested in solutions 
and applications

– Value advice and help

– Willing to invest time 
and money with 
salespeople to create 
solutions

Extrinsic value 
customers

– Focus on the cost 

– Understand the product

– Perceive product/ 
service as readily 
substitutable

– Resent time/cost 
associated with 
salespeople 

Intrinsic value 
customers

1999 Rackham, DeVincentis



Enterprise sales model 

Enterprise 
Model  

1999 Neil Rackham, 

2000 John DeVincentis

Consultative 
Model

Transactional 
Model

Intrinsic
• Convenience 
• Cost 
• Availability

Extrinsic 
• Problem solving 
• Customization

Strategic 
• Business process changes 
• Leveraging total

enterprise resources 

VALUE 
CREATION POTENTIAL



Why is value so important?

• It forces us to consider the real needs of customers – and think beyond products’ 
specifications, features and transactional benefits 

• It enables us to link our total offer to our customers’ value adding chain

• It enables us to partner with new channels which enhance the value we offer

• It focuses our thinking on driving differentiation through innovation 

• It helps us demonstrate that our products superior to our competitors  

• It helps extend product lives 

• It makes it much harder for competitors to copy effectively



Impact – How you will help the customer to succeed in their business

Capability – What you have and what you can do for the customer

Cost – What the customer must pay or sacrifice for the privilege

© Rackham & Kotler, 2005

3 parts to a Value Proposition:

26



• The value that you 
can/could deliver to 
the customer business 
and how it will help 
them succeed

Impact

• The capabilities  that 
you have/could 
develop to add value 
to the customer’s  
business

Capability
• The overall 

cost/sacrifice that the 
customer will have to 
pay to use the Value 
Proposition

Cost

© Rackham & Kotler, 2005

Adapted – Davies & Holt 2012

© Cranfield University 2015

The Value Proposition

Ideally you 
should start 
here..!
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Business development

CRM

Opportunity evaluation 

Business & Sales Development 

3



Core Business Development skills 

Product 
Expertise

Networking Marketing 
Cold 

calling 
Winning 
meetings

Presenting Negotiating 
Cost 

savings



Some benefits of joint BD for the customer

Source:  Gallup 2014

Greater supplier support and value

• Allocate their best resources and expend greater 
efforts

• Provide support beyond contractual obligations

• More willing to invest for future opportunities

• More likely to share cost data

Lower costs

• Lower transaction costs

• Lower total cost of doing business

• Lower product development costs

• Reduced working capital costs

Higher quality

Lower waste and rework

Increased yield and productivity

Improved product development and R&D

Access to latest innovation and new 
technology

Increased end-user satisfaction 

Improved planning

Improved forecasts and scheduling

Improved on-time, in full delivery

Reduced out-of stock incidence

Improved obsolescence management



Core Business Development knowledge 

Current state of 
the business 

S.W.O.T analysis 

Industry & sector 
trends & key 

issues 

Competitors 
S.W.O.T

Primary source of 
sales

Customer profiles

New 
products/Services 

opportunities 

Market expansion 
opportunities 

Long term 
perspective 

Business costs 
and savings 

potential 



Establishing 
Business 

Opportunities

Bid 
Development

Creating 
New 

Business

Business 
Relationships

Making 
Business 

Happen

Marketing

Decision
Analysis

Contract 
Management

Finance

Law

Innovation 
Creativity

Channel 
Relationships

Intrepreneurialis
m

Negotiations 
Relationships

Selling the 
Offer

Interpersonal
Communication

Project 
Management

Commercial
ICT

Global Trade

What is required from a Business Developer 

John Flynn 2015 Business Development: 
Managing Complexity in Attempting to 

Achieve Profitable Results

5 activities, 14 skills



New Business 

Opportunities

New Prospect 

Development

Existing Business 

Growth 

Proposition 

Development

Risk 

Management

Bid 

Management

Commercial 

Management

Handover 

Management

Review 

Management

Customer 

Management

Priorities

Management 

Create Business Create Business 

OpportunitiesOpportunities
Develop New Develop New 

BusinessBusiness

Maintain Good Maintain Good 

BusinessBusiness

New Business 

Opportunities

New Prospect 

Development

Existing Business 

Growth 

Proposition 

Development

Risk 

Management

Bid 

Management

Commercial 

Management

Handover 

Management

Review 

Management

Customer 

Management

Priorities

Management 

Create Business Create Business 

OpportunitiesOpportunities
Develop New Develop New 

BusinessBusiness

Maintain Good Maintain Good 

BusinessBusiness

The Business Development  process

John Flynn 2015 Business Development: 
Managing Complexity in Attempting to 

Achieve Profitable Results



Team members in a cross-functional 
BD team

John Flynn 2015 Business Development: 
Managing Complexity in Attempting to 

Achieve Profitable Results



Customer Relationship Management

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

CRM is the tool to track:

• Activity

• Leads

• Opportunities

• Size

• Timing

• Products

• Account structure and contacts

• Follow up 

What is a 
Customer 

Relationship 
Management 

system?



CRM is a productivity tool

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

Keeps track of:
• Leads

• Opportunities

• Follow-up

• Wins/Losses/No Decisions

• Competitors 

Facilitates:
• Marketing campaigns

• Standard communications

Document repository
• Templates

• Letters

• Proposals

• Standard agreements

• Negotiated agreements

• Sell sheets

• Marketing collateral



How Business Developers  use CRM  

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

Sales activities
• Originate calls

• Send emails

• Chat and text

• Calendar

Record customer interactions
• Notes on conversations

• Enter follow-up tasks

• Sales outcomes

• New opportunities

KPI Dashboards
• Activities vs targets

• Sales vs quota

• Daily to-do list

Reporting
• Forecasts

• Sales Pipeline
• By close date

• By sales stage

• By industry, product, whatever…



Sales forecasting for Business Development

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

Use your CRM System to enter and maintain sales opportunities

• Enter all opportunities (deals) as they arise including products, timing, size

• Assign an opportunity stage to track through the sales cycle

• Initial contact

• Defined needs

• Proposal sent

• Proposal reviewed

• Assign probability to close as opportunity moves through sales stages

• Run forecast report as needed



Recognise 
opportunity

Evaluate 
opportunity 
v criteria & 
prioritise

Develop 
capture 
plan

Monitor 
progress, 
results & 
costs

Process of opportunity evaluation  

Implement 
capture 
plan 

Collect 
information

•Scope

•Size

•Timing

•Specification

•Ownership

•Competition

•Decision-making

process

•Risks

•Resource                     
demand



Opportunity attractiveness 
criteria

Weight Opportunity

A

Opportunity 
B

Opportunity 

C

(Examples)

Rating 

0-10

Score Rating 

0-10

Score Rating 

0-10

Score

Size, value 10 5 50 8 80 10 100

Financial Stability of Customer 10 8 80 8 80 5 50

Customer relationship 20 5 100 7 140 5 100

Duration of contract 10 7 70 5 50 2 20

Match with our strategy and skills 25 8 200 5 125 5 125

Potential margin 25 5 125 8 200 5 125

Total 100 625 675 520

Score = weight x rating (0 – 10)

Assessing opportunities 
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Purpose and benefits

Structure and contents

Account Portfolio Planning

4



Why have a portfolio plan?

Proactive vs. reactive 

Leverages 
your 

strengths

Resource 
availability  

Better 
customer 

service

Shorter 
sales 
cycles

More earnings!

Account 
portfolio 

plan



Proactive vs. reactive

43

• Proactive = YOU create, sell and close the opportunities you target. 
Gives you control over your time, enabling better work/life balance

• Reactive = LUCK (good or bad) determines deals – size, where, how 
many. You react to whatever happens to come your way.

You can succeed in either mode if you have strong sales skills. 

However, if you are proactive with a plan, you will have greater success 
because you drive your own business AND you can pursue deals that arise 

fortuitously.



Leverages your strengths

44

• Identify the opportunities that best fit your company’s strengths

• Create opportunities, define the needs and decision criteria that 
fit your business

• Guide your customers to recognize your competitive advantages

• Avoid competition



Resources available when needed

45

• Plans enable businesses to put resources where they are 
needed.

• With a plan, you can schedule needed resources in advance.

• Plans give you time to financially justify using scarce 
resources.

• If resources are not available, plans give you time to adjust 
and develop a “Plan B.”



Improved customer service

46

• Plans allow you to guide your customers and opportunities.

• Calls and actions are determined in advance, on a schedule.

• Customers and prospects receive your full attention; they are 
never an afterthought.

• Customers and prospects feel they are a priority for you and 
your company.

• Higher customer satisfaction = more follow-on business.



Reduced sales cycle time

47

• A plan helps you anticipate challenges and obstacles.

• A plan may enable you to avoid obstacles before they arise.

• An account portfolio plan leads you to continually fill your 
sales pipeline, enabling faster future business.



Increased earnings potential

48

• The plan keeps you focused on larger/better opportunities.

• By focusing on larger/better opportunities, you’ll have 
greater probability of  closing.

• By accomplishing specific activities regularly, you can move 
deals through the sales cycle faster.

• Higher customer satisfaction = more follow-on business = 
increased earnings 



Portfolio plan – high level

49

Specific plan for how you will achieve your sales goals

Sales goals
• Financial – Revenue and gross margin

• Product volumes

• New customers

• Define by month or quarter

Overall strategy
• Target markets 

• Key customers

• High-level overview to achieving goals



Portfolio plan – specifics

Opportunities
• Identified

• Description

• Timing

• Unidentified
• Find – How you will find 

unknown opportunities

• Create – How you will 
create new opportunities

Actions for each opportunity
• What – What needs to be done

• Specific

• Reasonable 

• When – When action will be done
• Specific

• Reasonable

• Don’t set all actions for the same date

• Who – Who is responsible for acting



Layout of an account portfolio plan 
(Introduction)

• Goals and objectives

• Description of portfolio
• Accounts
• Product set
• Industry
• Geography

• Key accounts or targets

• Strategic approach



Layout of a portfolio plan (nuts and bolts)

52

Identified opportunities
• Account
• Size
• Timing
• Probability to close
• Actions to drive success

• Timing
• Responsibility

Activities to uncover additional 
opportunity

• Description
• Timing
• Responsibility
• Expected Results

Obstacles to success
• Description

• How to overcome

Competition
• Strengths and weaknesses

• Strategy to avoid or overcome
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Goals

Metrics and targets

The importance of forecasting

Measuring & Evaluating Business 
Development

5



Sample breakdown of company goals



SMART goals 

• Specific – goal must be clear and unambiguous 

• Measurable – results must be measurable in some way

• Assignable – the goal must specify who will do it 

• Realistic – goal must state the results that can be realistically 
achieved given available resources 

• Time-bound – goal must have a definite starting and ending 
point, and a fixed duration



CLEAR goals 

• Collaborative – goal should encourage employees to work together 
collaboratively and in team

• Limited – results must be limited in scope and duration 

• Emotional – the goal should make an emotional connection with 
employees, tapping into their energy and passion 

• Appreciable – a big goal should be broken down into smaller goals, 
so they can be accomplished more quickly and easily 
for long-term gain

• Refinable – set a headstrong and steadfast goal, but as new situation 
or information arise, give yourself permission to refine 
and modify the goal 



Metrics

• Goals define where you want to go. 

• Strategy says how you plan to get there. 

• Metrics measure how efficiently you are executing your strategy. 

• Intermediate measurements 

• Assess progress towards achieving the goals



Metrics and strategy

Metrics also provide an assessment of the company’s strategy 
• Is the strategy being executed properly? 

• Is it the right strategy for successfully achieving the company’s goals? 

Execution
• Do you have enough resources to execute the strategy?

• Do you have the right resources to execute the strategy?

Strategy choice

• Is the strategy valid in the current market environment?

• Have conditions changed since the strategy was developed and adopted?

• Are the underlying assumptions of the strategy correct and still valid? 



Metrics – important considerations

• Tie your sales metrics to your company goals 

• Select metrics that measure the factors with the greatest 
influence over your ultimate success in achieving your goals 

• Set up systems to measure success factors and report metrics 

• CRM 

• ERP 

• Go beyond quotas – tie metrics to actions that drive success



Common sales metrics

Revenue
• Run rate – revenue per month 

• By product 

• By industry 

• By customer or customer type

Opportunities  
• New opportunities identified

• New opportunities closed

• Lost opportunities

• Dormant opportunities

Pipeline by sales stage 
• Revenue (weighted by % to close and unweighted) 

• Product/service volume – revenue & units 
• Prospects 
• Accounts

Transactions 
• Won/lost ratio 
• Average size 
• Revenue 
• Margin 
• Volume

Length of sales cycle



Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

A measurable value that demonstrates 
how effectively a company or individual 
is achieving key business objectives

• KPIs validate and reinforce activities 
when you are on track to success

• KPIs alert you to the need to work 
differently or change tactics to achieve 
your goals



Target setting wheel 

M F Santos & M Bourne, 
Centre for Business Performance,  
Cranfield School of Management



Target setting is part science and part art

Performance targets will not serve as an effective management process 
unless managers make certain that their targets are:

• Clearly defined and communicated so everyone understands them 

• Neither too high nor too low 

• Allocated appropriately across individuals and teams

• Consistent with each other, the company’s economic and competitive 
environment, and business strategy 

• Based on rigorous data analysis that takes into consideration more 
than just past performance 

• Periodically reviewed 

• “Owned” and accepted by the individuals that have to attain them 

• Followed by a specific action plan



Forecasting Sales & Business Development 

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

Good (accurate, timely, complete) forecasts 
create benefits for:

• Your customer

• Your company

• You, the salesperson



Forecasting benefits your customers

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

Sales Forecast
Customers
• Availability
• Shorter lead times
• Better pricing



Forecasting benefits your company

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

Sales Forecast

Human 
Resources
• Headcount
• Hiring Plan

Supply Chain
• Purchasing
• Supplier 

Relationships
• Logistics

Operations
• Production Plan
• Inventory Levels
• Product Testing 

Finance
• Cash Flow
• Budgets
• Debt Levels
• P&L
• Lender 

Covenants



Forecasting benefits  the salesperson

© 2020, Wallace Management Group LLC

• Better ability to deliver on customer commitments

• Higher customer satisfaction

• Greater trust by management when you deliver revenue

• Increased revenue visibility = lower business risk

More opportunity, greater control, lower risk, higher earnings



• Traditional Sales 

• Sales today

• Different sales models

1. Trends in Sales

• Understanding customers

• Customer decision-making

• Value Propositions

2. Value for 
Customers 

• Business development

• CRM

• Opportunity development

3. Business & Sales 
Development

• Purpose and benefits

• Structure and contents
4. Account Portfolio 

Planning 

Summary

• Goals

• Metrics & targets

• The importance of forecasting

5. Measuring & 
Evaluating Business 

Development


